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The way of the scenario approach: enforce design goals 
heuristically, possibly in various attempts (tunable schemes); 
provide the user with a solid theory to assess the quality of 
the solution(s) to decide when goals are met



Ingredients of the decision problem

Convex cost function:    

Family of convex constraint sets:

Scenarios:

Decision vector:
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= tunable tradeoff parameter
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worst-case optimization, opt. with constraint relaxation, 
expected shortfall optimization, variational inequalities, …
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- easy (algorithmically speaking) and widely applicable

- data used to directly target the objective

effective solutions!

- feasibility addressed empirically

dependability of the scenario approach 
rests on our capability to keep control of 
the actual feasibility (risk)
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Risk

out-of-sample constraint violation
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scenario solution certification

accessible (once      is computed) 

not accessible

??????????
cost risk

main issue: to evaluate



Why not validation

• using some data for testing rather than designing… 
waste of information, questionable!

• scenarios (data) are often limited resources (collecting 
data can be time-consuming or burdensome, involving 
a monetary cost)

• in the present context validation is not necessary!
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Distribution of the risk

is a random variable

What about its probability distribution?

How does it change with     , the mechanism generating    ?

Is it concentrated?
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support set =

violated + active

Support set: such that

1.

2. no          can be further removed without changing the solution

Assumption: the support set is 
unique with probability 1 

(non-accumulation of 
constraints in a convex setup)

complexity = cardinality of 
the support set
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A new bivariate perspective

Study                , the bivariate 

distribution of 

is a random variable (real,                                        )

is a random variable (integer,  )



Bivariate risk-complexity distribution – Example 1



Bivariate risk-complexity distribution – Example 2
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Main result (take-home message)

observable!

can be accurately estimated from 

For all consistent decision schemes and distribution-free,               
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Choose                     (confidence parameter)        

Let                        be the unique roots in (0,1) of polynomials

Then, irrespective of      (distribution-free),

Main result
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Solution assessment

accept/reject 
the solution

make further decisions

compare various 
“solutions”

accessible

accessible
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quantitative comparison via             and

cost vs. risk tradeoffs

Cost vs. risk tradeoff (cont’d)
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Conclusions

• Data are a “gold mine” for decision-making, but good 
theories are needed for a reliable exploitation

• Scenario approach: a flexible and effective setup for 
data-driven decision making with a good theory to assess 
the reliability of the solution

• At a very general level, the complexity (visible) carries 
fundamental information on the risk (hidden)

• The risk can be estimated from the complexity, without 
resorting to (possibly unreliable) prior information



Thank you !
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